
Motivation Letter 
 
I always have been a wonderful student throughout my academic career. I maintained 
myself as one of the top student. After I secured distinctive grades in intermediate studies, I 
was able to choose any science subject but I preferred mathematics and today I mark it as 
my one of the best decisions. Bachelors of Science in Mathematics (3.88/4) from 
International Islamic University Islamabad have not only paved my path to meet the 
admission criteria but it helps me to understand the requirements of higher studies. Hence, 
today i am able to challenge myself to show best results in post-graduation in well reputed 
international university as well. 
 
Mathematics is one of the core science subjects which has played vital role in many 
scientific developments over the years. For this reason, I preferred to choose Mathematics 
field. Having gone through the program’s profile at University of Bergen, offering four 
specializations, I find myself in perfect direction of career building to get into post-
graduation studies. 
 
I believe that my mathematical background perfectly suits for this program as my bachelors 
at international Islamic university has equipped me with the understanding of different 
courses of mathematics like calculus, linear algebra, set topology, discrete mathematics and 
real analysis. University of Bergen is offering specialization in different fields of mathematics 
such as Mathematical analysis, topology, algebra and algebraic geometry. I would love to 
work in field of algebra. In Addition, Research in a wide range of theoretical and applied 
mathematics, including statistics and computational mathematics fairly attracts 
international students like me to choose this course at University of Bergen. I firmly believe 
that this master’s program at University of Bergen has all the ingredients which will 
empower me to be competent research applicant for PhD studies in future. I would also be 
able to meet challenging positions in numerous fields along with an option to pursue PhD. I 
look forward to return my homeland with firm grip over mathematical research and fill the 
space of highly skilled workers to boost my country’s development  
 
I was awarded with merit scholarships throughout my studies which show my hard work, 
commitment and passion towards my work. I will take this chance of higher studies at an 
international platform like University of Bergen Norway in a best way possible and give the 
maximum out of it. Studying in Norway is an opportunity to work in a friendly environment 
and learn the academic diversity from the students and staff joining around the globe. I took 
a break from studies to look after my kid and now I want to resume studies and shake my 
abilities to maximum output.   
 


